
Catherine Synopsis 

The door to the coffee shop clapped shut with the tinkling of bells and Dez felt his entire body 

clench, adrenaline seizing his throat like someone had pointed a cocked gun against his trembling brow. 

As he cautiously bent down to pick up his keys, he looked up to find an unbelievably terrifying and 

gorgeous being. 

With one glimpse of Catherine, life as he knew it was over.  

After two bizarre days of feeling like he was losing his mind, Dez spied Catherine and her 

intergalactic companion, Julien, through the window of a bar and flew into the street. It was a carefully 

planned and executed plan, unbeknownst to Dez. As he naively joined them for a party, Catherine held 

Dez’s hand, hoping he would still crave her once he knew the truth.  

Surrounded by hundreds of strangers, Dez felt like he had found home. The feeling of terror 

whispering in the back of his mind nudged him when Julien whisked him away into a back bedroom, a 

nude and unconscious man on the bed with Catherine feeding on his blood. The experience was more 

erotic than expected, and as he watched Julien feed he found himself sexually desiring a man for the first 

time in his life.  

Suddenly the women in Dez’s life begin to disappear, violent polaroids creating a terrifying 

puzzle for the newly formed trio to decode. David, a poorly assimilated Jeffrey Dahmer-esque 

extraterrestrial, is toying with and murdering innocent women in what he considers to be a fun game with 

Catherine and Julien.  

When two women are found brutally murdered in Dez’s apartment, covered in his DNA, 

Detectives Kilbourne and Hackshaw peg Dez for the serial killing psychopath.  

As David closes in, leaving a trail of horror in his wake, Catherine and Julien are forced to take 

their own violent measures to protect Dez. Attacking him in the same manner as the women, Catherine 

brutally harms Dez and leaves him in the street in an effort to shift him from suspect to victim. The plan 

briefly delays the detectives, yet creates a new array of difficulties to navigate.  

 All roads finally lead to a storage unit parking lot, an unhinged David offering Catherine an 

ultimatum she refuses. After being shot by the police and assumed dead, detectives later discover an 

empty morgue cooler and a polaroid of David’s missing companion, Lizzie, beside a blood-scrawled note: 

“Hell is empty, all the devils are here.”


